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Abstract

Graph-sketching algorithms summarize an input graph $G$ in a manner that suffices to later answer (perhaps approximately) one or more optimization problems on $G$, like distances, cuts, and matchings. Two famous examples are the Gomory-Hu tree, which represents all the minimum $st$-cuts in a graph $G$ using a tree on the same vertex set $V(G)$; and the cut-sparsifier of Benczúr and Karger, which is a sparse graph (often a reweighted subgraph) that approximates every cut in $G$ within factor $1 \pm \varepsilon$. Another genre of these problems limits the queries to designated terminal vertices, denoted $T \subseteq V(G)$, and the sketch size depends on $|T|$ instead of $|V(G)|$.

The talk will survey this topic, particularly cut and flow problems such as the three examples above. Currently, most known sketches are based on a graph representation, often called edge and vertex sparsification, which leaves room for potential improvements like smaller storage by using another representation, and faster running time to answer a query. These algorithms employ a host of techniques, ranging from combinatorial methods, like graph partitioning and edge or vertex sampling, to standard tools in data-stream algorithms and in sparse recovery. There are also several lower bounds known, either combinatorial (for the graph representation) or based on communication complexity and information theory.

Many of the recent efforts focus on characterizing the tradeoff between accuracy and sketch size, yet many intriguing and very accessible problems are still open, and I will describe them in the talk.
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